SERB-FICCI
Initiative to Promote Industry Relevant
R&D with Academia (IIRRADA)

www.serbficci-iirrada.in

The Science and Engineering Board (SERB), Department of Science and Technology, GOI, joins hands with FICCI to encourage and support industry relevant R&D by partnering with institutions of academic excellence. The initiative includes identification of relevant scholar/idea, promotion and execution of SERB’s two prestigious schemes.

Prime Minister’s Fellowship for Doctoral Research Scheme

Industry Relevant R&D Scheme
Prime Minister's Fellowship for Doctoral Research Scheme

Become a PM Fellow: Put your talent to work with an organization that needs it
Stipend up to Rs 8.7 lakh per annum

Benefits

Scholar

- Apply your skills in a non-academic/academic environment
- Broaden your professional network
- Get a stipend/salary starting at Rs.70,000/- (approx.) per month for 4 years
- New IPR generation

Industry

- Find the most appropriate PhD scholar for your R&D project
- Get dedicated resource and pay only 50% of monthly stipend
- Avail mentoring & guidance support from the attached university/guide
- New IPR generation

Eligibility

- Full-time PhD scholar from recognized Indian university
- Shall have a valid industry partner ready to support the research project financially & provide mentorship
- Mutually agreed research topic between applicant & industry
- Applicant should be willing to work with/in the supporting industry as and when required

THE PROCESS

Applicant, supervising professor, and a partner industry develop the research project
Submit complete application at www.serbficci-iirrada.in
Evaluation by Selection Committee
Announcement of selected PM Fellows

Timeline - Apply Anytime
Review Within 8 to 12 weeks

For detailed information, please visit www.serbficci-iirrada.in
Industry Relevant R&D Scheme

A unique scheme to build industry academia partnership for advancing R&D

Benefits

- Develop innovative technology product/process/solutions
- Solve your research challenges with university expertise
- Avail funding from SERB
- New IPR generation
- One-to-one support from FICCI

Eligibility

Academia

- Indian citizens residing in India
- Must hold a regular academic/research position
- More than one academic partner allowed

Industry

- All industries (including MSME & industrial R&D Centres)
- More than one Industry can be associated

THE PROCESS

A partner industry and academia develop the research project
Submit complete application at www.serbficci-iirrada.in
Evaluation by Selection Committee
Announcement of selected projects

Timeline - Apply Anytime
Review Within 8 to 12 weeks

For detailed information, please visit www.serbficci-iirrada.in
SERB-FICCI

Initiative to Promote Industry Relevant R&D with Academia (IIRRADA)

www.serbficci-iirrada.in

SERB FICCI through the initiative supports collaborative research between Industry and Academia to promote industry relevant research and development and solve specific problem for larger benefit of the society. To facilitate the discovery of innovative solutions to industry research challenges, utilise SERB FICCI IIRRADA platform and submit your Letter of Intent. Get match-making with the most appropriate knowledge hub/academic excellence.

PARTNERS

For more details, please contact

Science and Engineering Research Board (SERB)

Dr. Pravakar Mohanty, Scientist-C, (SERB)
p.mohanty@serb.gov.in

Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI)

Mr. Nirankar Saxena, Assistant Secretary General
nirankar.saxena@ficci.com

Ms. Swapna Das, Deputy Director
swapna.das@ficci.com, info@serbficci-iirrada.in

www.serbficci-iirrada.in
One Day Workshop on

PRIME MINISTER'S FELLOWSHIP SCHEME FOR DOCTORAL RESEARCH

Co-Organized by
DST-SERB, FICCI New Delhi, MGI, BETiC VNIT

on Saturday, 14th July 2018 at
Datta Meghe Institute of Medical Sciences
(Deemed to be University)
Re-accredited by NAAC (3rd Cycle) with ‘A+’ Grade
Sawangi (M), Wardha, Maharashtra.

About the Scheme:
The scheme supports full time PhD scholars with a scholarship of up to Rs. 8.7 lakh per annum per candidate. The scheme has the provision to award up to 100 new scholarships every year. As per the provisions of the scheme, as approved by the Department of Science and Technology, the scholarship will be given for a maximum period of four years, 50 per cent of which will come from the government and 50 per cent from the partner company.

Eligibility:
All Science, Engineering, Technology and Agricultural doctoral students who are aspiring or registered for Ph.D within 14 months are eligible to apply for this scheme.

About the Workshop:
This one day workshop is to create awareness and knowledge about the PM fellowship that is being given to all doctoral students by DST-SERB and FICCI. As suggested by DST-SERB, this workshop will involve an introductory session followed by briefing of the fellowship. Talk by stalwarts of DST-SERB is also arranged. Besides, 2-3 PM Fellows will address the gathering, as how they applied and how they got the fellowship. Finally, it will conclude with valedictory. We invite all Ph.D aspiring and registered students, along with their respective guides and faculty members are invited.

Salient features of the workshop:
- Participants get wide knowledge and guidance about the fellowship
- Direct interaction with stalwarts of DST-SERB board members.
- Speech by 2-3 PM fellows for guidance
- Registration is exclusively free

Registration of workshop:
REGISTRATION IS
FREE ...!!

PRE-REGISTER NOW!
https://goo.gl/DyNWpL

Venue: Datta Meghe Auditorium, DMIMS, Sawangi(M).

For further details of the workshop and participation contact:
Mr. Shirish Gandhare, Coordinator, DMIETR. Ph: 9284367224
Dr. Punit Fulzele, Coordinator, DMIMS, betic.dmimsu@gmail.com
## SERB FICCI

**Initiative to Promote Industry Relevant R&D with Academia (IIRRADA)**

**Interactive Workshop on**  
**Industry Relevant Research and Development**  
**Prime Minister’s Fellowship for Doctoral Research**

**Venue:** Datta Meghe Auditorium;  
Datta Meghe Institute of Medical Sciences (DMIMS), Wardha, Maharashtra  
Saturday, 14th July 2018

### SESSION I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.30am-11.30am</td>
<td>Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.30am –12.00pm</td>
<td>Inauguration &amp; Lamp lightning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00pm – 12.10pm</td>
<td>Welcome Address</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 12.10pm– 12.45pm | Presentation on  
- Industry Relevant R&D scheme  
- Prime Minister’s Fellowship for Doctoral Research  
  by Shri S S Kohli, Scientist G, SERB, GoI |
| 12.45pm- 01.00pm | Question and Answer Session                                           |
| 01.00am-02.00pm | Interactive Lunch                                                     |

### SESSION II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 02.00pm – 03.00pm | Experience sharing talk by recipients of Prime Minister’s fellowship  
Select PM Fellows will be invited to share their experience of doing their research under the scheme and how it has benefitted them. |
| 03.00pm - 04.00pm | One to one interaction of Ph.D. scholars with FICCI team           |
| 04.00pm -04.30pm | Concluding Remarks                                                  |